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3 Single-crystal growth and sample characterization

3.1 Introduction

The importance of single-crystal growth can be seen in the explosive growth of data once
monocrystalline material of a certain compound is made available. With a single crystal many
direction dependant measurements are possible. Often the quality of a single crystal is high and
many properties can be determined with higher accuracy. Specially magnetic anisotropy along
different crystallographic axes can only be investigated in detail with an oriented single-crystal.

Making monocrystalline material has been very successful in the Van der Waals-Zeeman
Institute in the past years (FOM-ALMOS). Many single-crystals have been grown and have
been used in important research on hard-magnetic materials [Sinnema 1988, Verhoef 1990].

To grow intermetallic compounds with rare-earths and nickel we used the adapted tri-arc
Czochralski technique [Menovsky 1983] and we did some preliminary experiments with the
floating zone melting technique. With the tri-arc we could grow a large quantity of the
different RNi  samples.  The samples grown successfully of the RNi  series are those with R=5         5

La, Pr, Nd, Gd, Tb, Dy, Ho, Er and Tm. 
For several experiments different sample shapes were necessary, e.g. for magnetization

measurements the samples were spark-cut into a sphere and for µSR measurements a
maximum surface has to be covered and the single-crystal has to be cut into thin slices.

3.2 A phase diagram  of R-Ni compounds

Phase diagrams of the nickel and rare-earth metals are established by different authors. Except
the phase diagrams of promethium and lutetium, all the phase diagrams of the rare-earth series
are published. All the diagrams are similar in many aspects and we give as an example the
phase diagram of Er-Ni figure 3.1. Note that especially the composition RNi  exists throughout5

the lanthanide series as a congruently melting compound.  The RNi  compound melts between5

1200 C and 1600 C. As can be seen in the phase diagram the melting temperature of ErNi5
is 1380 C. 

3.3 Crystal growth of the RNi  alloy5

The Czochralski single-crystal-growth method is based on growing the crystal directly from
the melt. The method consists of dipping a cold part, called seed, into the melt and pulling this
seed slowly out of the melt. Performed with the right temperature balance, of melt and seed,
a solid-liquid interface will exist somewhere between the melt and the seed. The seed is slowly
pulled from the melt in this way alloy solidifies on the seed. A stoichiometric polycrystalline
seed can serve as growing centre. The pulling product will be multi-grain initially. It needs skill
to reduce this multi-grain starting rod to a single grain. If the casting of a seed is not possible,
a tungsten rod is used to get the growing centres. During pulling good circumstances have to
be created to allow the growth of crystals out of the crystallites. 
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A rotation of the seed and melt is used to produce an axial symmetry of the temperature
gradient and to homogenize the composition and temperature of the melt.

For single-crystal growth in the Van der Waals-Zeeman Institute, a so called adapted  tri-
arc Czochralski apparatus has been developed [Menovsky and Franse 1983]. After the initial
design with a glass chamber, which is described extensively in the thesis of Sinnema [1988]
and that of  Verhoef [1990], the need grew for a stronger chamber, which would be less
sensitive to break and more flexible in its use. A new tri-arc out of stainless steel was designed
which was stronger and more versatile. The stronger container also opened possibilities to
work under gas pressure higher than 0.8 atm, the argon gas pressure normally used in the old
glass chamber.

A schematic view of the new apparatus is given in figure 3.2. The new crystal-growth
chamber is made of stainless steel. Shown is the pulling mechanism (top), one arc (left), one
of three inspection windows (right), the glove box (left), the second crucible (right) and the
crucible (down). 

 Improvements of the crystal growth equipment are the following: the pulling axis and the
crucible axis are sealed with ferro-fluid seals. With ferro-fluid seals the axis is surrounded by
a fluid that contains magnetic particles, these particles seal the axis and the house in which the
axis rotates.  This enables movement of the axes and is gas tight during the translation/rotation
of the axes. 

The in-house produced pulling and rotating mechanism was replaced by a Crystalox Ltd
pulling/rotation mechanism. Additionally, a glove box was attached to the chamber. This
opened the possibility to work with hazardous materials (e.g. uranium), within this closed
space, in a  safer and very clean way (e.g. preventing contamination by oxygen). 

The vacuum in the chamber can be improved by heating the inner surface of the chamber.
The particles attached to this surfaces are partly mobilized and will be removed by the vacuum
pump. Water vapour deposited on the walls and most other contamination can be removed in
this way.  

A pyrometer gives an impression of the temperature of the melt. The pyrometer has one
main fault, it is not a good spotmeter and it will always “see” the arcs and measure a higher
temperature than the melt. Although not accurate, the temperature measured in this way can
give us useful information about the growing process. The entrance of the chamber is sealed
with an O-ring and water cooled to maintain isolation from the surrounding during the growth
process. A Ti-getter was added in a separate module to the main chamber. This enables a fast
change of  the Ti material. This module can be replaced easily.

Once a sample is placed into the chamber and a seed is mounted in the pulling mechanism
the system is closed. The chamber can be evacuated and flushed automatic. This is controlled
by a PLC (programmable logic controller). The pressure is monitored and argon is used to
flush the system. The starting time of Ti-gettering can be set. The purification of the
atmosphere by gettering the oxygen is started automatic.

Also, the arc-design is renewed. A ball bearing is used as a flexible joint to have a
maximum mobility of the arc point. A screw mechanism enables linear movements. A bellows
is used to allow movement of the arc and seal the system. The arcs are water cooled.
An extra crucible enables us to melt starting material separately. This would normally be done
in a separate mono-arc apparatus. The new additional crucible enables us to process the
growing in the main chamber without breaking the seal.
 A video camera, placed outside the chamber, monitors the growth process and the pictures
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are recorded for later analysis of the growth process. To reduce the contamination of the melt,
a  cold copper crucible is used to contain the melt. Before every growth the whole system is
heated up and evacuated to at least 1×10  mbar preventing contamination of the starting-6

material. The chamber is filled with Ar gas and during the whole growing process the oxygen
is gettered by molten titanium.    

We have been using as starting materials for the melts, 99.9 (3N) pure rare-earth elements
if available 99.99 (4N) material (Johnson Matthey Chemicals Ltd) and 99.999 (5N) pure spec
nickel. Weighed elements can be molten together in a separate, rotatable, crucible that resides
in the tri-arc furnace chamber. Some oxides that float on top of the molten material can be
removed. These oxides originate mainly from the strongly reactive rare-earth starting material.
The oxygen contamination is never specified by the producer. An excess of  2% in weight
of rare-earth material was taken to compensate for evaporation during the growth and
compensate the oxides. 

Starting the growth with a monocrystalline seed directly from the melt is a rapid way to
obtain the right single-crystalline material. Better is an oriented seed enabling us to grow a
monocrystal with preferential direction. In all other cases a cast seed of polycrystalline material
(of the desired stoichiometry) is used.  A multi-grained rod will initially grow from the melt.
Selection of one grain can be realized by growing a considerable length of the rod. The grain
that is along the pulling direction will then have preference and all other grain directions will
grow out of the rod. This process is quickened by decreasing the diameter of the rod
(“necking”). This necking can be established and is influenced by parameters such as: pulling-
rate, temperature of the melt, position of the arcs, surface tension and viscosity of the melt,
amount of oxides which float on the melt, rotation speed of the crucible and pulling rod, and
many other boundary conditions. 

As mentioned before [Verhoef 1990], the presence of oxides plays an eminent role in the
failure or success of a growth. Besides the solutions as etching and polishing the starting
material, to remove the oxides, the casting of the material proved to be a good way to get rid
of a part of the oxides. Contamination can be reduced in the new equipment by working in the
glove box.

The growth of RNi  material has a long history. In Grenoble Naït Saada [1980] prepared5

single-crystalline material RNi  containing Pr, Nd, Tb, Dy, Ho, Er and Tm on the rare-earth5

position. Barthem [1987] added in 1987 Sm and Gd. In their growing process the melt was
heated by a levitating induction furnace. The single-crystalline material was pulled out of the
melt by the Czochralski method. In Amsterdam we started in 1990 with the growth of RNi5
and were successful in growing the La, Pr, Nd, Gd, Tb, Dy, Ho, Er and Tm compounds. We
found that the growth of  the light rare-earth materials is more difficult than that of the heavy
rare-earths ones. 

3.4  Crystal structure of RNi  5

The crystal structure of RNi  was first determined in 1959 by Wernick and Geller. These alloys5

crystallize in a hexagonal CaCu  structure with space group P6/mmm. This structure can be5

considered as a stacking of two different layers, see figure 3.4. One plane is build from two
different atoms, in a ratio of one rare-earth atom to two nickel atoms, called Ni (2c). In this1

plane the rare-earth atom is in the centre of a hexagonal array of nickel atoms. In a second
layer, consisting solely of nickel, the nickel atoms are arranged in a similar, but more dense,



Rare-earth

Ni1 (2c)
Ni2 (3g)

3g

1a

2c
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Atoms Site Point Symmetry Position

R 1a 6/mmm (0,0,0)

2Ni1 2c 6m2
_

(1/3,2/3,0)(2/3,1/3,0)

3Ni2 3g mmm (1/2,0,1/2)(0,1/2,1/2)
(1/2,1/2,1/2) 

6µ+ 6i mmm (1/2,0,0.21)(0,1/2,0.21)
(1/2,1/2,0.21)(1/2,0,-0.21)
(0,1/2,-0.21)(1/2,1/2,-0.21)

Tabel 3.1 For R, Ni , Ni , µ  the number of ‘atoms’ on the corresponding sites in1 2
+

Wyckoff notation are given, as well as the local point symmetry and the
position of these sites in the hexagonal structure of the RNi  compounds.5

Figure 3.3 The CaCu  structure with the three different sites for R(1a), Ni  (2c) and Ni5         1   2

(3g). The muon stopping sites in the structure are not drawn, they are
located directly 0.3 above and beyond the Ni  (3g) position.2

hexagonal array (they do not have the same relative lattice positions) rotated over 30  with
respect to the first layer. These Ni atoms are called Ni (3g). In table 3.1 the position of the2

atoms in the elementary lattice is given. In this simple structure the rare-earth atom is situated
at the origin of the elementary lattice on a site with 6/mmm point symmetry. Additionally, in
Table 3.1 the preferential site of the muon is given.
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Figure 3.4. The hexagonal structure and the
three different definitions of the
a- and b-axis. Figure 3.4.1 gives
the normal hexagonal lattice
definition. 

figure 3.4.2 gives the
orthohexagonal definition of the
different axis. 

The alternative Miller-Bravais
axis definition is given in 3.4.3. 

axis hexagonal Miller-Bravais

a = a  = a0 1 [100] [1000]

b [010] [1 21 0]

c = c  = z0 [001] [0001]

b0 [120] [013 0]

a2 [1 10] [0100]

a3 [01 0] [0010]

Table 3.2 The main crystallographic axes of
the hexagonal (a, b, c), orthohexagonal (a , b ,0 0

c ) and Miller-Bravais (a , a , a , z) system and0 1 2 3

their indexes in hexagonal and Miller-Bravais
system.

As in all hexagonal structures a double
orthorhombic lattice is usually called
"orthohexagonal". In this lattice the a , b  ando o

c  axes are respectively parallel to the [100],o

[120] and [001] axis of the hexagonal lattice
and the sizes are equivalent to a  = a, b  = a 3o   o

and c  = c. See figure 3.4.1 and 3.4.2. In ao

hexagonal lattice, equivalent axes can have
different indexes. To avoid this there is the
Miller-Bravais four index system. A four-axis
system is used to indicate the crystal, three
axes in the basal plane, a , a  and a  making1 2 3,

an angle of 120  with each other and the
fourth axis, z, perpendicular to the plane,
figure 3.4.3. Table 3.2 shows the relation
between the different coordination systems. In
this thesis we use essentially the
orthohexagonal description, but in order to
avoid confusion we indicate the orthogonal
main crystallographic directions in the
hexagonal system as [100], [120] and [001].
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RNi5 a (nm) c(nm) c/a V (f.u. nm )-1 -3

1 2 1 2 1 2

Y 0.4891 0.3961 0.810 10.554

La 0.5014 0.3976 0.794 10.004

Pr 0.4958 0.4957 0.3980 0.3976 0.803 10.221 10.236

Nd 0.4948 0.4952 0.3977 0.3976 0.803 10.270 10.256

Sm 0.4924 0.3974 0.807 10.378

Eu 0.4911 0.3965 0.807 10.457

Gd 0.4909 0.3968 0.809        10.458

Tb 0.4895 0.4894 0.3959 0.3966 0.810 10.542 10.527

Dy 0.4884 0.4872 0.3956 0.3968 0.814 10.597 10.617

Ho 0.4871 0.4872 0.3966 0.3966 0.814 10.627 10.623

Er 0.4856 0.4858 0.396 0.3965 0.816 10.709 10.687

Tm 0.4853 0.4853 0.3960 0.3960 0.816 10.722 10.722

Yb 0.4841 0.3965 0.819 10.762

Table 3.3 Lattice parameters of the RNi  compounds (1 from Naït Saada 1980 and 25

from Barthem 1987).


